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and comparing traditional mediums to avant-
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Figure 1

The point is, art is infi nitely deep. Few even come close to plumbing this depth – Leonardo 
maybe, Picasso perhaps, Rembrandt, Michelangelo, Raphael. Only God, the creator 
himself, could be said to have in any way mastered the subject.

Beads, pixels, and photos have a lot in common – they just may be the future of art. Paints, 
pastels, and plaster – they have a lot in common too. They are the past. 

This resource has seven sections:
• Point of View
• Photographing Art
• Painting from Photos
• Photo Realism
• Pixilated Art
• Bead Art
• The Top Ten Things You Never 

Realized About Art

There is no end to all there is to 
know about art. I’ve been prowling 
around the art world for some fi fty 
years now, and only now nearing 
maybe 40 or 50 percent on the 
subject. (Why is it when I try to 
sound humble I end up sounding 
like I’m bragging?) 
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Mediums from the future and the past meet in this resource to battle it out. May the best 
medium win. It’ll probably be some damned quilt. 

What you don’t know about art won’t hurt you. An artist can do very well in his or her own 
little art world without knowing it all. Actually, an artist can do modestly well in the BIG 
art world without being all-knowing. Isn’t that a load off your mind? Moreover, the key to 
knowing art is this: Know a little about a lot. Know a lot about a little. Given the lot of the 
artist, those two little goals will help you a lot.

Point of View
When you begin reading, one of the fi rst questions that comes to mind is, who is telling the 
story? If it’s non-fi ction or an autobiography, you probably already know the author from the 
cover. But if not, the reader usually gets some idea as to the point of view of the writer early 
on. It’s quick and easy if the word I appears quite frequently. That would be a fi rst-person 
narrative. I was there, I saw what happened. 

If the point of view seems to change every page or two, you are dealing with a roving 
narrator. If, however, after a few paragraphs or pages, you get the feeling an all-seeing, all-
knowing God himself may have penned the words, you call this an omniscient narrator. If 
the point of view is narrower, ill-defi ned, and uncertain, you have an effaced narrator. 

As a writer, I point out these literary elements because I’m decidedly conscious of them. 
The point of view to be used is one of the fi rst decisions a writer makes, especially in writing 
fi ction, when just thinking about a project.

However, most painters are not conscious of a point of view at all. Some artists may be 
surprised such considerations even apply to art. Yet there are parallels – some close, some 
not – which those who wield a brush should consider as they contemplate a given project. 

For example: When I painted a 360-degree mural of a town square (Figure 2) in a realistic 
style with every detail from the number of steps leading up to the courthouse to the yellow 
traffi c lines on the pavement, I was painting from an omniscient point of view. 

I was playing God, in a visual sense, seeing and rendering all there was to see as 
impartially as humanly possible. In this role, I was allowing what would be humanly 
impossible for a viewer to see in real life – all sides of a scene at the same time. 

Figure 2

The McConnelsville Square, 2000, Lane.  
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Several years ago, my wife, son, and I returned from a Caribbean cruise aboard the S.S. 
Norway. I love the sea and the ships that sail it, so I naturally wanted to do a painting of 
ours. The end product, however, was much more than that. The work included the ship, of 
course, displayed most prominently in the upper right quadrant of the painting. 

But, also included were a portrait of my wife and me based upon a photo taken by the 
ship’s photographer; a view of our cabin from a cruise brochure; a view from a mountain 
top on the island of St. John; a beach scene; my then ten-year-old son decked out in a tux 
for New Year’s Eve; and another image of him with an onboard clown. In the center, printed 
on a balloon, were the words, “New Year’s Eve, 1992-93.” This was a painting done from a 
fi rst person point of view. I was there; this is what I saw, what I remember. 

Shortly after I started teaching, I painted a school classroom. The painting depicted 
some 32 individual eighth-graders sitting at 1950s vintage bolted-down desks, studying, 
daydreaming, eyeing one another; there was even a boy asleep at his desk. The room 
was a gloomy green with the obligatory unfi nished Portrait of Washington by Gilbert 
Stuart on the back wall. Next to it was a world map, a globe, bookcases, open windows, 
artwork taped to the wardrobe doors, a potted plant or two... in other words, no particular 
classroom, but nonetheless, a typical classroom, similar to what I’d once endured. 

There was no obvious message, no axe to grind, no story to tell other than a few subtle 
elements. The classroom was overcrowded (with baby boomers) and there was an 
enormous physical diversity among its occupants, while only a modest amount of learning 
seemed to be taking place. Left to the viewer to decide was whether this was how the 
teacher saw the class, how they saw one another, or if there might be an outsider present, 
a guest speaker perhaps. This is an effaced point of view.

Figure 3

The Eighth Grade, 1972, Lane.



You’re no doubt familiar with Picasso. You may also be familiar with his Cubism. To a lesser 
extent, you may be familiar with his 1937 masterpiece, Guernica. Guernica was a protest 
of outrage against Spanish revolutionary, Francisco Franco’s bombing of the small Basque 
village from which the painting gets its name. Guernica represents a striking example 
of an artist employing a roving point of view. You’re not presented with a single, specifi c 
scene. You’re not bathed in bloody red, or any other color for that matter. You’re not even 
presented with easily identifi able fi gures painted in anything approaching realism. 

Instead, Picasso works with symbols; bold, searing, dramatic, intense, powerful, 
emotionally draining symbols. You see a screaming mother, a naked light bulb (the eye of 
God), an outraged bull, a battered dove, a broken sword, synthesized newsprint, fl ames, 
death and destruction all organized to refl ect the chaos of war (yes, organized chaos). 
Apart from the content, by its very defi nition, Cubism is an attempt to view a single subject 
from a roving point of view. 

It’s all too easy, when you start a painting, to think of the words point of view as simply the 
angle from which you view your subject. However, that is simply a compositional element. 
Regardless of whether you’re rendering a fool the eye still-life or the most abstract, non-
representational amalgamation of forms – color, texture, lines, shapes, and space – there is 
a more profound application of point of view. Think about that the next time you conceive a 
project. Think how choosing a less-conventional conceptual point of view might lift the work 
to a higher plane. Consider abandoning the safe, the conventional, the expected, for a less-
obvious way of seeing your content. 

Photographing Art
When I was about eight or nine years old, I sneaked into my parents’ bedroom and 
sneaked out with their camera. It was an old reverse periscope affair where you peered 
down into it from the top. Inside was a mirror set at a 45-degree angle which refl ected the 
image as seen through a lens into the viewfi nder. I took my fi rst picture. It was a crooked, 
black and white affair, part of a wall and ceiling, featuring a bookcase in our dining room. 
I still have it (the picture and the bookcase). I’ve been taking pictures ever since. And 
sometimes, when I see what a mess I’ve made of a shot, I have the feeling of not having 
learned much in the last 60 years or so.

One session of yet another workshop several years ago was devoted to helping artists take 
better pictures of their pictures. The speaker for the session was Terry Eiler, who teaches 
commercial photography. Actually, most of the workshop attendees were not painters but 
craft artisans laden with three dimensional items – jewelry, quilts, ceramics, sculpture, etc. 

Painters, if you think you’ve got it rough photographing your work, you should be glad you 
don’t do shiny jewelry, sculpture, or pots, which bounce light in all directions. Shooting 
digital images of paintings is a snap compared to the lighting gymnastics 3-D artists go 
through in order to get the perfect representation of their wares. One guy even had a 
kinetic sculpture he was trying to somehow capture. Of course, even painters sometimes 
have gloss to their work and have to play around with angles, lights, and diffusion. 
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First, some general rules that seem to apply to all aspects of photographing art. Unlike 
working with fi lm, where the artist is at the mercy of some photo technician or some 
machine in a faraway darkroom, working with digital images allows the artist, with a 
computer and some relatively inexpensive photo software, to have virtually unlimited 
control over output quality. However, two factors may limit this control: the quality of the 
camera and the quality of your expertise in using your camera and the aforementioned 
software. Today, digital imagery is as vital a skill for artists as drawing.

In today’s world, the quality of the camera is the lesser factor. The artist need not spend 
extravagantly for a high-end digital camera to shoot acceptable quality images of artwork. 
The capabilities of digital cameras are improving and/or changing from one year to the 
next. Before you make a purchase, take time to research cameras and explore a few online 
discussion groups specifi c to photographing art. Following are a few additional tips:

• Photographing paintings inside with artifi cial lighting should be left to professional 
photographers. If you are not an experienced photographer, shoot outside with a bright 
or hazy sun at a 45 degree angle to either side of the work. Take your photos on a 
cloudy day when the LED viewfi nder is adequate. 

• Take at least half a dozen shots of each piece, experimenting somewhat with each shot. 
One shot of each painting should include a piece of white cardboard next to a piece of 
black cardboard (I use scrap mat board) as a control factor for later software editing of 
brightness and contrast and establishing a neutral color balance (warm to cool).

• The best time of day to shoot paintings outside is between ten a.m. and three p.m. 
Always use a tripod. The camera’s automatic focus is usually accurate enough for 
your purposes, but pay close attention to the edges of the paintings when setting up 
your camera, making sure they are exactly parallel to the edges of the viewfi nder. This 
avoids a phenomenon known as parallax. (Shooting close up exacerbates this problem, 
causing edges to appear curved.) 

• There is no need to worry about the background as you will be digitally cropping your 
images. Cropping is a relatively simple task if your image is squared up accurately in 
the viewfi nder. The closer your camera is to the artwork, the more diffi cult this becomes 
so don’t strive to eliminate all extraneous material around the edges.

• As for equipment, you need only the camera, tripod, and an easel allowing vertical 
placement of the artwork. Shoot at as high a resolution as your camera allows. This 
will generate very large fi les, but will allow you to do virtually anything you desire in 
editing your images without sacrifi cing quality. File size can always be reduced later as 
you decide how you wish to use your images. Turn OFF your camera’s automatic fl ash 
feature in shooting all artwork.

• If you should decide to shoot paintings inside, two light sources are recommended. 
Both sources should be well back from the work, creating as even a distribution of light 
over the surface as possible. A translucent shower curtain stretched over large canvas 
stretchers makes a good light diffuser. An even distribution of light is probably the most 
important element in shooting fl at work inside. 
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• The quality of light (tungsten, halogen, incandescent, or fl uorescent) is not the major 
problem it once was because with digital photography colors can be adjusted in your 
“computer darkroom.”

• You can often get satisfactory results in digitizing old slides for website usage simply by 
projecting them and then shooting the projection with your digital camera, on a tripod, 
of course. I’ve tried this and, while it’s not ideal, if you no longer have the painting, 
the results are usually adequate. Experiment. Better still, there are a variety of photo 
scanners available that are designed to scan old negatives and slides. Again, you’ll 
have to experiment with what works best for you.

Painting from Photos
For years, the use of photos as painting source material has stirred considerable interest 
and discussion among artists. The issue probably dates back well into the 19th century 
when the cameras fi rst hit the art scene. This discussion has even spurred interest in the 
art of detecting the use of photos in paintings. 

Very well, on the premise that the users of photos must be ferreted out, how can you tell? 
The best-trained eyes are undoubtedly artists who have worked from photos themselves. 
The obvious clues are characteristic photographic problems an artist has made no attempt 
to resolve, such as the aforementioned parallax which causes vertical lines in the painting 
to curve and/or lean inward. Another clue is fl ash lighting in the painting. 

There are several others, however, even the best trained eye can only spot photo-
originated paintings depending upon how skilled and conscientious the artist happened to 
be in disguising the fact. 

Having laid that matter 
to rest, an artist who 
uses photos skillfully 
should choose only 
the best photos or else 
improve upon them 
digitally to make up for 
any shortcomings. 

An artist who refuses 
to develop at least 
utilitarian skills in 
photography is very 
self-limiting in relying 
solely upon the time-
consuming efforts of 
his or her own drawing 
skills. 

Figure 4
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Of course, being able to use photography and actually using it are two different things. 

Far be it from me to suggest that photography replace drawing as an artistic skill, though, 
conceivably, it could, given all the modern technology artists today have at their disposal.

More important than detecting photo usage or whether or not to use them are decisions 
involving when to and how to use photography in painting. Photography should be seen as 
just one more tool the artist has at his or her disposal; one that can be misused as surely 
as a palette knife or a fan brush. 

For the representational painter, photo imagery is not an inconsequential tool any more 
than the pencil or the eraser. Skillfully used, good photography can save lots of pencils 
and erasers, not to mention time, energy, money, and frustration. If you were expecting a 
discourse on how to use photos in art, that’s the subject for a whole book.

Photo Realism
Recently, a friend visiting my website remarked on the photo-realism in much of my work. 
Actually, I seldom use that term and don’t really consider myself a photo-realist. Historically, 
Photo-realism was a style growing out of pop art during the 1960s. It was the result of 
artists wanting to move beyond Campbell’s Soup cans to what you might term fool-the-eye 
pop still-lifes such as the work of Audrey Flack. 

From there, Photo-realism quickly spun off into the cityscape genre and, at the same time, 
into fi gural painting and portraits. Philip Pearlstein and the early works of Chuck Close 
come to mind. In sculpture, the fi gures of Duane Hanson exhibit this same trend. 

In general, these works are quite large, life-size at least, boast an almost scientifi c color 
precision, and employ all manner of precise mechanical/photographic drawing techniques. 
And, except for some rare humor, they’re cold as dry ice. My work is seldom any of that 
– it’s realistic and employs the use of photos nearly to the exclusion of all other source 
material. Usually, though, my paintings lack the size of most photo-realism. And, I would 
hope, they have good deal more warmth and emotional appeal. I’m not offended by the 
reference to photo-realism; I just fi nd it largely inaccurate. 

Photo-realism and typical contemporary realism utilizing photos are thus two different 
things. The quick and easy road to realism in painting is good photos. The expert, creative 
use of a camera can save the artist hours of work and improve the quality of that work 
immensely. 

The beauty of digitally photographing your subject matter is that you have so many 
opportunities to choose, compose, improve, merge, and experiment with the source 
material before ever touching a brush. 

The use of these modern aids and techniques makes realistic painting a much more 
cerebral endeavor, now more than ever. Of course, the ideal is for a realist artist to master 
all the various arts and sciences involved, but it’s not absolutely necessary. 
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Except for the actual painting and drawing, some or all of the various technical jobs can be 
farmed out. With the mastery of good projection techniques, even the drawing can be made 
less demanding. 

The skills that realistic artists must have to excel are almost all in their heads. They include 
a sharply-honed aesthetic sense, a precise sense of color, an adventurous, even daring, 
creative spirit, patience, accuracy, persistence, and showmanship. The only non-mental 
item that needs to be added to this mix is a practiced eye-hand coordination in moving 
paint on a brush. Now, that’s not asking too much, is it?

Pixilated Art
Being a painter in oils and acrylics, I sympathize with those who view the brave new 
world of digital art with a jaundiced eye. Yet, I’m under no delusions that what I’m creating 
with paint, brushes, colored pencil, etc., is great art. Like most artists, I am only fi lling an 
economic need, doing something fun, in a manner better than average, for a price that is 
below average. I’ve found an economic niche in which I’m comfortable, for the moment. 

Far be it for me to suggest that seeing artwork online is in any way better or more 
satisfying than seeing the real thing in museums. It’s not, of course. Traveling exhibitions of 
original painted masterpieces attract enormous crowds. But, let’s face it; they’re an urban 
phenomenon, drawing, at best, perhaps one percent of the nation’s population. This leaves 
the vast majority with no other access to great art except reproductions in books or over the 
Internet. Of course, I might be exaggerating if I said more than 10 percent of the population 
even cares about seeing great art in the fi rst place. 

The point is, in the long term, digital artwork has the capacity to far outstrip the meager 
efforts of traditional paint-pushers. 

If scanned artwork can never 
quite match the original, keep in 
mind that work created digitally 
is original down to the very last 
byte whenever it is reproduced 
in its original, electronic format. 

Who knows? Bill Gates’s wall-
size, electronic art display units 
may become the norm. 

Gates has demonstrated that 
such devices can render high-
defi nition computer images of 
an ever-changing gallery of 
fi ne art cued to the presence 
and personal favorites of the 
individual in the room.

Figure 5
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There will always be an audience for actual, dare I say, “antique?” artwork in museums just 
as there is an audience today for concerts. Soon, we may see framed works of art on a wall 
and have to ask ourselves, “Is it real or is it digital?” 

Bead Art
Not so many years ago, painters were rather stunned to realize that they no longer had 
a virtual monopoly on two-dimensional colored surfaces. They found their turf invaded by 
a determined corps of fabric artists wielding tiny, sharply-pointed spears trailing colored 
thread. The art world discovered the piecing together of all manner of woven material to 
create wildly expressive, tufted masterpieces. 

Quilting was no longer a bunch of little old ladies sitting around an old-fashioned frame 
gossiping over discrete, ages-old, geometric patterns. In many ways, this new art medium, 
with its innovative materials and surprising technical twists, was more vibrant and alive than 
painting. I still haven’t lived down the fact I once came in second in the painting category at 
an art show to a quilt.

Well, hold on to your turpentine, because it’s all happening again! In Athens, Ohio, the 
same folks who every other year host the Quilt National also host the Bead International 
(last held in 2008). Lest you automatically think of strings of pearls discretely hung around 
mannequin necks, let me warn you: virtually anything you can do in paint, can be done with 
beads. And, like the upstart quilters, beaders can quite possibly do it better. 

Beads, by the way, are those little pieces of whatever with a hole through the middle. I’m 
not trying to be cute here. That’s literally how broad the defi nition of the medium is. That 
defi nition also gives you some idea of how deep and wide this means of artistic expression 
has become. 

Consider Liza Lou. She was born in New York in 1969 and left college at the age of 21 
when one of her professors objected strenuously to her wanting to bead the world. Since 
then, she’s been doing just that. One of her most impressive works is a totally beaded 
3-D depiction of her kitchen featuring glittering beaded fl oor tile, beaded wall tile, beaded 
cabinets, table cloth, Cap’n Crunch box, broom, dustpan, Tide detergent box, even a 
beaded cherry pie cooling on an extended oven rack. 

The whole thing is 12 by 13.5 by 8 feet. (I hate it when artists measure their work in feet.) 
Utilizing some ten million glass beads, there is literally everything here including the kitchen 
sink, full of dirty dishes and beaded water. 

Not stopping there, this “beady” artist has also created an even larger rendition of her back 
yard (26 by 18 by 9 feet) including beaded blades of bluegrass, beaded budding buds, and 
beaded buzzing bees (try saying all that fi ve times without bumbling).

Lou has even had the audacity to invade the heretofore sanctifi ed realm of the portrait 
painter with her 42 beaded portraits of past presidents (with beady eyes, no doubt). Does 
this woman have no shame?! 
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For invaluable information on digital photography from an artist’s perspective, check out an 
article by Nita Leland (written in 2009 but still relevant): 

http://www.nitaleland.com/articles/digitalcamera.htm

Liza Lou’s work can be seen at: 

http://www.odditycentral.com/pics/the-glittering-world-of-liza-lou.html

The Top Ten Things You Never Realized About Art
10. You can create far more art with your head than with your hands.

9.  Acrylic paints make better watercolors than watercolors.

8.  Digital art is more archival than any art media ever known.

7.  Picasso once said, “Art is anything the public will buy.”

6.  Writing about art is more diffi cult than creating it.

5.  Art is not a matter of life and death – it’s more important than that.

4.  Teaching art is more important than creating it.

3.  Good taste is a matter of taste.

2.  Loving art is better than owning it.

1.  The name of the greatest living artist? (Hint: His name begins with God.)

Figure 6

I can’t take it anymore! I think 
I’ll go lie down…
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